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BRAINS II 
IS THE 
VAULT FOR
MY DATA.

I need fast, uninterrupted access
to my data to maintain my 
competitive edge. But I can’t
waste time, money and energy
worrying about backups. 

That’s why Brains II is my trusted
partner for online, real-time data
vaulting. They store my data on
their equipment in their facilities,
where their expert professionals
maintain everything. I get data
access and security to keep my
business moving for less than
what I’d pay for a part-time staff
member to perform the same
tasks in-house.

Brains II is an IBM Business Partner,
specializing in iSeries solutions.
Contact Brains II today to learn how
easy and secure they can make
your data protection.

CONTACT BRAINS II TODAY
Toll Free: 800.Brains2 (800.272.4672)
Email: info@brainsii.com
Web: www.brainsii.com

“STORING 
MY REAL-TIME

DATA OFFSITE IS

SAFER AND

SMARTER.”
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By Léo Lefebvre, 
President, Toronto Users Group 
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W
ell another summer is over. I hope you had a great one, 
and that the events around the world did not cause 
you too much discomfort — especially if you were 
traveling. As I write these lines, I am getting ready for 

the COMMON conference in Miami (Sept 17-21, 2006) and the 
word is that it’s “right in the middle of hurricane season.” Should I 
worry? I’ll let you know... My previous two trips to Florida were also 
in September and they were just fine. 

Once again, the end of summer marks the beginning of a new 
TUG season. TUG is entering its 22nd year, and it is promising to 
be spectacular! We start with TUG’s 18th annual Golf tournament 
and awards banquet, scheduled for Thursday September 14th. 
(You may still have time to register if you are not reading this 
column too late.)

Back in March 2006, IBM announced (at COMMON in 
Minneapolis) that System i would support the HTML scripting 
language PHP, thanks to their relationship with the company Zend. 
For our very first meeting of the 2006/007 season, on Wednesday 
September 27, John Mascarenhas (of IBM) will tell us a bit more 
about PHP and its impact on System i. A session certainly not to be 
missed! Later at the same meeting, Doug Mack (also from IBM) 
will review in more detail some of the new and exciting capabilities 
of DB2 at the V5R4 level, including the DB2 Connect Unlimited.

This will be a very 
interesting session 

— especially if 
you want to know 
how to connect to 
DB2 from Unix/ 
Oracle, Windows, 
or SQLServer; or 
seamlessly access 
your data across 
multiple instances 
of DB2; or even work with a combination of DB2 and Oracle or 
SQL Server. Don’t miss our September 27 meeting at the Living 
Arts Centre Mississauga. 

Moving on to October, TUG will be going back to college… Yes, 
college! On October 24, TUG will be hosting full-day lab sessions 
in the Seneca College facilities at York University. At present, we are 
still working to finalize the details of the curriculum. Keep in touch. 
Check your email, postal mail, and TUG Web site regularly. We will 
give you more information as we get it. But, make sure to mark your 
calendar for October 24th, 2006. 

He made his debut with TUG at TEC 2005. He was phenomenal! 
We brought him back during the same year for our November 
2005 MoM. And we’re bringing him back again this year. Trevor 
Perry is coming back for a TUG session on November 22! This is 
another meeting not to be missed, especially since he will team up 
with Alison Butterill, who will present one of her award winning 
sessions. More details to come soon!

The following three meetings (i.e., January, March, and May 2007) 
are still in the planning process and you will be notified as we work 
out the details.

TEC ‘007 has already started its regular committee meetings, the 
theme and images for the year have been chosen, and the bulk of the 
planning has started. The dates will be April 17 –19, 2007; and the 
topics, speakers, and session grids will be chosen very soon… If you are 
a speaker and would like to offer your services, send me a note. The 
format of TEC 2006 was a winner and we will use it again for TEC 
‘007: two days of tutorial sessions followed by a full day at the IBM 
Toronto Lab for “Open Lab” sessions. For the tutorial sessions, we will 
again have a mix of technical and professional development topics. A 
lot more information will be given as the committee work progresses.

As you can see, the TUG season for 2006/007 will be terrific and 
full of interesting events. Don’t forget to keep your membership in 
good standing (check with the TUG office [905-607-2546] if you 
have any questions about your membership) and please join us at 
every meeting and event. TG

SEPTEMBER 2006
PRESIDENT’S CORNER
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Collaboration Edition Webcast 

Location:  Webcast 
Date:   September 12, 2006 
Time:    1PM – 2PM Eastern time   

Join Jamie Houston, IBM Canada, Messaging and Collaboration 
Specialist, to find out why it has never been a better time to 
consider Domino for all your collaboration needs. Two superb 
architectures that complement each other so well, Domino and 
System i5 are versatile, integrated and both are independent of 
underlying technology. Put them together and they deliver values 
that are critical to your business success. When you combine 
Domino with the power of the recently announced System i5 
Collaboration Edition you get an attractively priced configuration 
to support flexible deployment of IBM Lotus Domino and IBM 
Collaboration solutions. This solution meets the needs of small 
and medium sized clients. Join us to hear more. 

To register please go to www.ibm.com/events/ca. After you register 
you will receive a confirmation note with the webcast connection 
information. The first 50 enrollees, who attend the complete web 
meeting, will receive a $10 Tim Horton’s gift certificate!

Make the Connection for Improved HA … 
DataMirror iCluster 4.0 and IBM CBU 

Location:  Webcast 
Date:   Thursday, September 28, 2006 
Time:   11:00am EST – Noon EST 
Speakers:  Steve Finnes, System i HA Product Manager, 
IBM; Allen Johnston, System i CTC Lab Services, IBM; Mike 
Warkentin, IBM Alliance Manager, DataMirror Corp. 

In this Webcast, we’ll delve into the relationship between 
DataMirror iCluster 4.0 and IBM’s newly announced System i 
Capacity BackUp (CBU) Edition server suite. You’ll discover 
the powerful new features of iCluster 4.0, DataMirror’s high 
availability and disaster recovery solution for IBM System i 
environments. You’ll learn more about IBM’s CBU Edition suite 
from Steve Finnes of IBM Rochester and how it unites with 
iCluster 4.0 to guarantee high availability of mission-critical 
business applications. And finally you’ll get the goods on a new 
DataMirror-IBM promotion: a free Technology Check-Up 
(TechCheck) Assessment Training to customers purchasing 
DataMirror iCluster for CBU from Allen Johnston of the CTC. 

Register online at www.ibm.com/events/ca.   
For further details, please contact Barry Pow  
at barrypow@ca.ibm.com.

800.brains2 (272.4672)
info@brainsii.com
www.brainsii.com

Launching a successful career is as easy 
as calling us. We’ve now got openings for:

Dir., Professional Services—10+ years of 
multiplatform IBM middleware experience
(especially Tivoli), and strong customer contact
and project management skills. $100,000+.

Sales Reps—Sr. (4+ years), $100,000+. 
Jr. (2+ years), $50,000+.

System i5 Programmer/Analyst—5+ years,
including experience with earlier versions of
OS/400, $50,000+.

Please send your resume and cover letter to
resumes@brainsii.com

BRAINS II
AND YOU—

A WINNING
TEAM

CareerOpportunity_Ad_M  8/25/06  9:05 AM  Page 1

PHP on System i Webcast 

Location:  Webcast 
Date:   Thursday, October 5, 2006 
Time:   1:00 PM EST – 2:00 PM EST    

“Mark your calendars for October 5th, at 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM 
EST, to join us for a web presentation on PHP. John Mascarenhas, 
System i5 Technical specialist, will present the brand new PHP 
offering for System i5. You will get an introduction to PHP and find 
out what this new product can do for you. We will have live demos to 
show you how easy it is to get started with PHP, so don’t miss out!” 

Registration will be done via the www.ibm.com/events/ca website.

THE IBM EVENTS CALENDAR IS ONLINE 

This Calendar Website will allow you to view IBM events for all 
IBM products by City, Product Category, Solutions, and Date. An 
easy and convenient way to find out what events, roadshows, or 
conferences are coming to your area, or sort by area of interest to 
see webcasts as well.  Bookmark this site:  www.ibm.com/events/ca  

Upcoming IBM System i Webcasts

T U G
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By Shahar Mor

I
n the previous article we covered support of the PHP platform 
on System i. Although PHP is powerful, practical usage of 
PHP on System i requires integration capabilities to allow 
access of System i resources from the PHP code. Most System i 

applications are developed for business, and many customers will 
probably want to use PHP to develop Web-based user interfaces to 
existing business logic and databases. In order to do so, tools and 
extensions are needed. 

Being aware of the customer requirements for PHP connectivity 
to System i resources, IBM ships Zendcore with two important 
extensions. One is the DB2 extension to allow database access 
(including stored procedure invocation) and the second is the PHP 
toolbox which allows several integration capabilities, including 
program call to existing programs (with parameters), sending and 
receiving messages from data queues (sequential or keyed), and 
more. This article covers some integration scenarios with some basic 
code samples to demonstrate PHP connectivity. The samples are not 
intended to teach HTML (What can you expect from an old green 
screen developer?) nor will you learn PHP from them, however they 
will introduce basic connectivity methods to get started. 

Although completely out of the scope of this article, note that you will 
probably want to develop PHP on System i (or any other operating 
system) using the ZENDstudio. The green-screen environment may 
be used for simple file editing but it cannot be used to do serious 
complex PHP programming or even html authoring.

PHP on System i — It’s Here!
(Part II)

Sample Code 1: 

<html> 
<head><title>Work Active Job</title></head> 
<body> 
<p><h1>Work Active Job</h1> 
<?php 

 $sbsname = $_REQUEST[“sbs”];                 (1)
 $result=`system “wrkactjob sbs($sbsname)” `; (2)
 echo(“<pre>” ); 
 for($line=strtok($result,”\n”); $line; 
   $line=strtok(“\n”)  )  {                   (3)
   echo(“<br>$line”) ; 
 } 
 echo(“End of page”); 
 echo(“</pre>” ); 
?> 
</body>
</html> 

In order to “deploy” the sample scripts, all you need to do is copy the 
relevant PHP or html files to the root directory /www/zendcore/
htdocs. Point your browser correctly and the script is ready to run!

Scenario 1 – System Command
PHP can execute simple commands on the underlying operating 
system. This can be used for very simple integration needs. 

The first coding example performs a simple command execution:  
WRKACTJOB. It demonstrates the use of a system command and 
a simple approach to pass parameters to the command.

Notes for the code sample:
(1) $REQUEST allows the PHP script to get parameters from the 
Web either using Get or Post. The statement will assign the variable 
$sbsname the value received by the http request variable sbs. In our 
example we call the script like this:
http://smbt520:89/wrkactjob.php?sbs=QCMN

(2) The script performs a system command (in our example it runs 
WRKACTJOB). It stores the result in variable $RESULT. The 
command accepts parameter $sbsname. 
(�) A simple PHP loop to parse the variable $RESULT. The loop 
separates the $result variable into several lines. 

Calling the example: 
The following url  can be used to call the example. (You will need 
to specify your server name or address instead of our server name 
SMBT520). You may need to set a different port depending on your 
local configuration.)

http://smbt520:89/wrkactjob.php?sbs=QSYSWRK 
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Results: The screen in Figure 1 is the result of calling 
WRKACTJOB.PHP with parameter sbs = QSYSWRK.

Scenario 2 – Get Records From the Database
PHP is delivered with an extension to allow access to DB2. The 
extension contains many features and functions and needs no 
special setup to work with. The second code sample performs a very 
basic query to an iSeries table.

Notes for the code sample:
(1) Variable $sql contains an SQL request to perform. We could 
easily make this statement dynamic based on user input (as previously 
described on the command example.)

(2) db2_connect is used to connect to the database. The 
first parameter is the database name that can be viewed by 
issuing the WRKRDBDIRE command. The second and 
third parameters contain a valid user name and password.
(�) The statement executes the SQL request to the 
connection object.
(4) db2_fetch_array 
can be used to ex-
tract rows from the 
result set.
All other statements 
are meant to build 
the user interface — 
an ugly yellow table 
in our example.

Calling the exam-
ple: The following 
url can be used to 

call the example. (You will 
need to specify your server 
name or address instead of 
our server name SMBT520, 
and you may need to set a dif-
ferent port depending on your local configuration.)
http://smbt520:89/DataBase.php 

Results: Figure 2 shows the result of calling the database.

Scenario 3 – Call an Existing Program  
with Return Parameters
PHP toolkit is an extension that allows access to System i resources. 
It is similar in functionality to the java toolbox and can be used 
(among other things) to call back-end programs and pass input 
and output parameters. The third code set is used to call an iSeries 
program with three parameters. 

Notes for the code sample: 
(1)   i5_connect is used to connet to the required server. In our example 
we connect to the local machine by using user uuu and password pwd. 
(2)  Preperation of three parameters to be used on the program call. 
All parameters are used for both input and output. 
(�) i5_program_prepare prepares the program call to program 
MYPGM located in MYLIB. The program is prepared with the 
parameters array. 
(4)  i5_program_call is used to perform the program call. It calls 
MYLIB/MYPGM with the required parameters. 
(5)  In our example we expect the program MYPGM to return the 
third parameter as a concatenation of the first 2 parameters. (If not 
we raise an error message.) 

Calling the example: The following url can be used to call the 
example (You will need to specify your server name or address 
instead of our server name SMBT520). You may need to set a 
different port depending on your local configuration):
http://smbt520:89/ProgramCall.php

Sample Code 2:

<head><title>Data base</title></head> 
<body> 
<?php 
 $sql = “SELECT CUSNUM, LSTNAM, INIT,  
 STREET FROM qiws.qcustcdt” ;                 (1)
 $con = db2_connect(“SMBT520”,”uuuu”,”pwd”) ; (2)
 if(!$con) { 
   print(“Error on connect”); 
   return -1; 
 } 
 $res = db2_exec($con, $sql ) ;               (3)
 if(!$res) { 
   print(“Error on execute”); 
   return -1; 
 } 
 echo(“<table border=1 bgcolor=yellow>”); 
 while( $row = db2_fetch_array($res) ) {      (4)
   echo(“<tr>”); 
   echo(“<td>$row[0]</td><td>$row[1]</td> 
   <td>$row[2]</td> 
   <td>$row[3]</td>” ); 
   echo(“</tr>”);  
 } 
 echo(“</table>”); 
 echo(“End of page”); 
?> 

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Sample Code 3: 

<?php 
/* Connect to i5 Machine */ 
$conn = i5_connect(“127.0.0.1”, “uuu”, “pwd”);             (1) 
if ($conn === false) { 
 die(“FAIL : Failed to connect to server : $i5_server_ip,  
with user name : $i5_uname and password : $i5_pass”); 
} 
 

/* Prepare File for execution */                           (2) 
$desc = array ( 
 array (“Name”=>”city”, “IO”=>I5_INOUT,  
     “Type” => I5_TYPE_CHAR, “Length” => “15”), 
 array (“Name”=>”zip”, “IO”=>I5_INOUT,  
     “Type” => I5_TYPE_CHAR, “Length” => “5”), 
 array (“Name”=>”result”, “IO”=>I5_INOUT,  
     “Type” => I5_TYPE_CHAR, “Length” => “40”) 
    ); 

$prog = i5_program_prepare(“MYLIB/MYPGM”, $desc);          (3) 
if ($prog === FALSE){ 
 $errorTab = i5_error(); 
 echo ‘Program prepare failed \n’; 
var_dump($errorTab);    
 die(); 
} 

/* Execute Program */ 
$params = array (“city” => “My city”, 
     “zip”  => “1234”); 
$retvals = array(“result” => “result”); 
$ret = i5_program_call($prog,$params, $retvals) ;          (4) 
if ($ret === FALSE){ 
$errorTab = i5_error(); 
 echo ‘FAIL : i5_program_call failure code \n’; 
 var_dump($errorTab); 
 die(); 
} 

if ($result != $params[city].$params[zip])  {              (5) 
 print (“FAIL : The program returned {$result}  
 but it should have been {$params[city]}{$params[zip]}”); 
} else { 
 print (“Good {$result}\n”); 
} 
i5_close($conn) || print  
(“FAIL : Failed to disconnect from server : $i5_server_ip”); 

?> 

Consclusion
The possibilities to integrate PHP scripts with System i resources 
were improved and it is now possible to develop PHP scripts with 
tight integration. The addition of the PHP toolkit in my opinion 
makes PHP an excellent option with which to Web-enable iSeries 
applications. 

Proposed Resources
The PHP on i5 forum http://www.zend.com/forums/ contains 
valuable advise and examples. For example I found these two 
database application samples:

Figure �.

Shahar Mor is director of iSeries 
services at MidLink Canada (www.

midlinkca.com). A Certified 
iSeries Specialist with 17 years of 
experience working in the iSeries 
/ AS400 / S38 environments, Mr. 
Mor has extensive knowledge in 

the fields of iSeries databases, 
connectivity, performance, 

and security. He previously 
held management and senior 

development positions in Migdal 
Insurance, Bank Investec and Elite 

industries. Shahar has written a 
Redbook for IBM on iSeries e-

commerce (http://www.redbooks.
ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg245198.

pdf) and is a Search400.com site 
expert for connectivity issues. 

Shahar was responsible for the 
porting efforts performed by ZEND 
to bring PHP to System i5. Shahar 

can be reached at mailto: shahar@
midlinkca.com

Results: The screen in Figure 3 is the result of calling the program 
call example.

1.) Simple registration form: http://www.
zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=
1518&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e610
96f1ec428c0e8e

2.) Simple file browser: http://www.zend.
com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1�68
&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1e
c428c0e8e TG

http://www.zend.com/forums/
http://www.midlinkca.com
http://www.midlinkca.com
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg245198.pdf
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg245198.pdf
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg245198.pdf
Search400.com
mailto:shahar@midlinkca.com
mailto:shahar@midlinkca.com
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1518&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1518&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1518&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1518&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1368&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1368&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1368&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
http://www.zend.com/forums/index.php?t=msg&th=1368&start=0&S=b172818554dee4e61096f1ec428c0e8e
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Speaker:  
Doug Mack
Doug Mack is part 
of the eServer i5 
Worldwide Sales Ex-
ecutive Team, with 
responsibilities for 
DB2 UDB for iSeries, 
Business Intelligence, 
and AIX on eServer i5. Doug’s twenty-
four year career with IBM spans many 
roles, including System/�8 and AS/400 
microprocessor development, AS/400 
Data Warehouse Segment Manager for the 
Americas, Certified Software Sales special-
ist, and as the DB2 UDB for iSeries Mar-
keting Manager. Doug is a featured speaker 
at User Group conferences and meetings, 
IBM Technical conferences, and Executive 
Briefings. Doug can be reached at mackd@
us.ibm.com.

Speaker:  
John 
Mascarenhas
John Mascarenhas 
is an IBM Technical 
Specialist, System i, 
with IBM Canada Ltd. 
He can be reached at  
jmascare@ca.ibm.com.

AGENDA AT A GLANCE

Time Topic

5:00 PHP for System  i5 — 
John Mascarenhas

6:00 Intermission / MoM
Networking
(Complimentary  Buffet)

7:00 DB2 V5R4 — 
Doug Mack

Remember to register with the TUG office! 

Next MoM Location

Living Arts Centre Mississauga  
(Staging Room)  
4141 Living Arts Drive,  
Mississauga ON  L5B 4B8  
Hwy 403 & Hwy 10,  
West of Square One  
(Free underground parking) 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 2006  DB2 V5R4 and 
On Demand 
Performance Center 
is SIZZLING HOT!
7:00 pm Session Abstract
DB2 V5R4 is hot out of the gate and 
brings a lot of new and exciting capabilities 
to System i and iSeries customers! Doug 
Mack will cover some of those new 
enhancements, including the new On 
Demand Performance Center, but also 

“What’s new related to DB2” in general, 
including DB2 Connect Unlimited 
Edition, Websphere Information 
Integrator, and new Data Warehousing 
enablement and tooling.

PHP for System i5
5:00 pm Session Abstract 
System i and Zend Technologies, Inc. 
provide an integrated and open Web 
application deployment environment using 
PHP Hypertext preprocessor on i5/OS™.  
PHP is a powerful, open, yet easy-to-use 
Web application environment that has 
the support of a large community with 
more than ten thousand applications and 
components to share. PHP is a natural 
fit for i5/OS clients and developers, 
offering improved productivity and rapid 
deployment. 

John Mascarenhas will present the 
brand new PHP offering for System i5. 
You will get an introduction to PHP and 
find out what this new product can do 
for you. We will have live demos to show 
you how easy it is to get started with 
PHP, so don’t miss out!
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TORONTO USERS 
GROUP

for System i TM

 Attend our regular 
meetings

 Network with 
hundreds of 
knowledgeable 
executives 
and technical 
professionals

 Receive our 
association magazine 
(free of charge for 
paid members)

 Enjoy the reduced 
rate at technical 
conferences

 Attend special events 
sponsored by your 
users group

 Join your peers on 
the golf course at the 
annual “TUG Classic” 
golf tournament

 One low corporate 
price includes your 
entire IS staff

Telephone: (905)  607-2546
E-mail:       admin@tug.ca
Web site:    www.tug.ca

Magazine Subscription ......  $72
Individual Membership  ...  $199
Corporate Membership  ...  $495
Gold Membership  ..........  $1500

The Future of Certification 
at User Group Events

By Stephen Bingham

T
 wo years ago, TUG 
brought IBM cer-
tification to TEC. 
This was a great suc-

cess. Many of our attendees 
took the opportunity to 
test their skills in a vari-
ety of topics, from System 
Operations to System Ad-
ministration and RPG ILE. 
Several attendees walked 
away with their certification in hand, and 
all left with a better understanding of their 
strengths and areas that they can focus their 
educational efforts on. 

In 2005, TUG (like many other user 
groups) was able to offer all of our attendees 
the first exam for free. Subsequent exams 
were offered at discounted rate. In 2006, 
IBM changed their policy on certification 
testing at user group events. The first exam 
was no longer free, however everyone paid 
a discounted rate for each test taken. This 
discounted rate was a little over 50%. Not 
a bad deal if you are planning to write the 
test anyway! 

IBM requires that all of their Business 
Partners meet certain standards. This 
includes that individuals representing 
IBM products maintain a current level of 
certification. For V5R�, the deadline for 
obtaining these certifications was shortly 
after the TEC 2005 conference. Some of 
those who received their certifications at 
TEC were working under this deadline. 

V5R4 was announced earlier this year. As 
of the writing of this article, IBM has not 
yet released the new certification exams for 
the current version of the operating system. 
The lack of new exams means that those 
holding V5R� certifications are holding 
the most current available. As a result, 
user groups across Canada and the United 
States experienced a drop in attendance at 
their certification labs at their respective 

events this past year. Some 
of the reasons given for this 
include:

“I am already V5R� 
certified and the new 
exams are not out yet. “

“I would like to get 
certified, but am waiting 
for the V5R4 exams. “

“Even at the discounted 
price, it is still cost 
prohibitive. “

As we head into the fall, the volunteers on 
the TEC committee will be gearing up for 
our next conference — TEC ’007 (April 
17–19, 2007). We need to hear from you. 
Do you want Certification at TEC? Over 
the last two years, many of you who filled 
out the evaluation sheets in the certification 
lab indicated that the IBM certification was 
part of your reason for coming to TEC, and 
for some it was the primary reason. Is this 
still true? 

If the Certification lab is going to continue, 
we need your input. What exams would 
you like to see offered? Are you interested 
in exams from IBM Business Partners or 
Third Party Vendors? If so, which ones? Are 
you an IBM Business Partner or Third Party 
vendor that is interested in having your 
products featured in our proctored lab? 

This is your User Group and your 
Educational Conference. Help us to 
help you get the most out of it. Come to 
TEC ‘007 and Get your “License to Skill.” 
 TG

Stephen Bingham is a System i 
Technical Analyst with CGI Canada, 

and certified i5 iSeries Single 
System Administrator V5R3. He 
is also a Vice President of TUG. 

Stephen can be reached at (905) 
858-7100 x7866 or at  

Stephen.Bingham@CGI.COM.

•

•

•

T U G

Stephen Bingham
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IBM’s 
System i5:
Key Attributes and 
Considerations For Business 
Intelligence Applications

B
usiness Intelligence is a broad term relating to 
applications designed to gather, consolidate, cleanse 
and analyze data for purposes of understanding and 
acting on the key metrics that drive profitability in 

an enterprise. Examples include: 
Corporate Performance Measurement reporting, 
including Balanced Scorecard reporting and standard 
financial reports.
Budget and planning applications that simplify the 
process and insure integrity of data during each planning 
cycle. 
Analytical CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
applies BI practices to the marketing function to 
optimize budgets, execute and track campaign strategies, 
and generate more profit from marketing activities. 
Sales Analysis to track sales vs. forecast, to build plans 
based on profit or packaging strategies, and nurture 
premier customers with better service through a more 
informative sales force.
Even Human Resource departments leverage 
BI applications to monitor and analyze payroll 
classifications, training programs or labor utilization. 

Armed with timely, intelligent information that is easily 
understood (because it is delivered in business terms) the 
Business Analyst is enabled to affect change and develop 
strategies to drive higher profits. 

•

•

•

•

•

Key Benefits of System i for BI

DB2 for i5/OS Query Processing 
OUTPERFORMS!
The sophisticated cost based query optimizer built into DB2 for i5/OS 
is the basis of achieving optimal performance in a BI application. The 
optimizer provides the “brains” behind the SQL processing which most 
BI applications depend on. The optimizer’s goal is to build the best plan 
for accessing data. DB2 for i5/OS’ cost-
based optimizer uses statistics stored 
automatically in the database as well 
as other information, such as system 
configuration, parallelism settings, and 
available indexes in its development of 
the access plan.

IBM has been enhancing DB2 for i5/
OS over the last decade, and continues 
to add new capabilities to enable the 
most efficient processing of the BI 
workload while still maintaining the low total cost of ownership value 
proposition. An example of recent technology shipped with DB2 V5R� 
(and enhanced in V5R4) is the new SQL optimization and statistics 
engine (SQE). 

A great proof point of the performance capabilities of DB2 for i5/OS in 
a Business Intelligence application setting is the recent results of the SAP 
Business Warehouse benchmark. (See Figure 1.) The chart shows the 
consistent performance of the System i, over time, running SAP’s data 
warehouse solution, with the System i5 POWER5+ and DB2 for i5/OS 
V5R4 breaking the barrier in End User Query performance! 

Another unique advantage 
of DB2 for i5/OS is IBM’s 
patented Encoded Vec-
tor Indexing (EVI) tech-
nology, built into DB2. 
EVIs use a symbol table 
and vector array indexing 
technology that can make 
complex data warehouse 
queries scream! For ex-
ample, in a recent test in 
IBM’s DB2 Competency Center, the use of EVIs enabled a query of a 
�50 Gigabyte star schema database to run in less than 5 minutes com-
pared to nearly 5 HOURS without EVIs!  (See Figure 2.)

Additional enablers for processing complex query workloads include:
Materialized Query Tables  
(MQTs)MQTs are “optimizer aware” summary tables. For large 
relational data warehouses, building of summary tables often 
speeds up commonly run queries. DB2’s ability to re-write queries 
allows the database engine to automatically redirect an end user 
query to use the MQT for faster processing. 
Remote Journaling  

“Near” real-time data warehousing can be accomplished through 
the use of a built in DB2 feature called Remote Journaling. Remote 

•

•

SAP BW 3.5 Benchmarks
End User Query Performance

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

 “Pre-SQE it would have taken us 
2.5 hours to process the high volume 

of data and generate the critical 
management reports. Our users  

expect us to miss our normal  7am 
delivery deadline on ‘Megadays’. With 
the SQE code the processing completed 

in 55 minutes  allowing us to meet 
the deadline much to the surprise 
and delight of our users.” - Andre 

Artymiuk, Database Administrator

DB2 i5/OS 4w iSeries

SQL Srv 16w Unisys

DB2 i5/OS 8w iSeries

Oracle 10g Fujitsu 8w

DB2 i5/OS 16w iSeries

See detailed certified benchmark results at  
http://www.sap.com/solutions/benchmark/BW2_results.htm.
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Journaling allows capturing of changed database 
records real time into a log ( Journal Receiver). 
Through i5/OS directives, the log can be shipped 
to a 2nd system or partition running i5/OS, and 
the change can be applied to the data warehouse 
based on timings that meet the requirements of the 
application. 
Autonomic Indexes  

“Autonomic” functions revolve around the idea of 
the system being self-healing, self-managing, and self-
tuning (as well as self protecting). DB2 for i5/OS 
has a long history of providing autonomic capabilities within 
the product to minimize Database Administration (DBA) 
tasks. Autonomic indexes are indexes that are built “on the fly” 
and preserved for future use — all done automatically by DB2. 

DB2 for i5/OS lowers Total Cost of 
Ownership compared to other solutions 
The System i5’s unique architecture, including Single Level Storage 
and a tightly integrated object based operating system, provide the 
foundation for it’s leadership in autonomic computing. DB2 for 
i5/OS leverages those architectural attributes to reduce the tasks 
required by a database administrator (DBA) in comparison to other 
relational database management systems. For example, with DB2 
for i5/OS: 

Data Partitioning for 
performance/scalability: 
NOT REQUIRED 
Moving data or indexes 
to avoid disk hot-spots: 
NOT REQUIRED
Re-balancing Indexes: 
NOT REQUIRED
Monitoring table spaces, 
log buffers, lock contention buffers: NOT REQUIRED
Running integrity checkers or statistics collection routines: 
NOT REQUIRED

The On Demand Performance Center, built into DB2 for i5/OS,  
provides capabilities to understand how DB2 is processing the BI 
workload. Real time analysis of the SQL Plan Cache, autonomic 
indexing, and easy to use Database Monitors help ensure your 
system is running optimally.

On Demand attributes of System i5 provide 
FLEXIBILITY
Logical Partitioning (LPAR) allows you to dynamically allocate 
resources (e.g., CPU or memory) across multiple copies of i5/OS (or 
Linux or AIX operating systems) within a single system footprint. 
The “on demand” features of LPAR also provide automatic resource 
allocation based on policies and priorities that you define. 

LPAR technology can be applied to a Business Intelligence 
environment to reduce the Extract/Transformation/Load (ETL) 
and summary table/cube calculation times typically required in a 
data warehouse architecture. These workloads, typically running 
at night, can steal processor and memory from operational 

•

•

•

•

•

•

application partitions that are going into batch or reduced workload 
modes. Once the ETL work is completed, those resources can be 
automatically moved back into the production partition for normal 
8 to 5 workloads. Figure 3 depicts how you could use Logical 
Partitioning in a BI environment.

Capacity Upgrade on Demand (CUoD) is a System i  feature that 
allows you to quickly add additional processing power to your system, 
on a permanent or temporary basis. One of the challenges with BI 
applications is that usage of the application can grow like a snowball. 
Being able to react quickly to additional demands placed on the 
database server can be the difference between the success and failure 
of the application. With CUoD, you have almost instantaneous 
ability to turn on additional processors or acceleration features to 
meet these demands. 

“The tools alone made the move from 
SQLServer to DB2 worth it. While 

SQLServer provides easy to use tools, the 
depth to really analyze what is happening 

with SQL based programs was very limited 
compared to DB2.”  - Steve Hester, Senior 

Development Manager, Merillat Corp. 

Figure �.

i3 Tech Group Inc. 
Providing the Right Answers and the Right People

to ensure your projects are on time and on budget 

Upgrades & Migrations - Hardware, Data and Application  
Performance - Tuning, Reporting and Evaluations 

Security Assessments - SkyView Risk Assessor 
HMC and LPAR Implementation & Planning 

Disaster Recovery Planning & Testing 
BRMS Solutions - BRMS Partner 
Linux & Windows Integration 
Total Project Management 

e-Business Solutions 
Support Contracts 

Education 

IBM Certified Experts from V4R3 to V5R3 
Canadian agent for CCSS Monitoring products 

www.i3tg.com 905-841-2353
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Scalability of DB2
A key consideration in any database platform in support of BI 
applications is its ability to scale while maintaining acceptable 
performance. DB2 for i5/OS offers a variety of techniques to 
address scalability/performance. Parallel database operations 
through the DB2 Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) feature of 
i5/OS provide the ability to split single database tasks/requests 
across multiple processors. The SMP feature provides significant 
performance enhancements to database queries, index builds and 
other database tasks invoked from the BI application.

The Parallel I/O design of System i5 uses intelligent I/O Processors 
with their own levels of caching and parallelism. Combined with 
Single Level Store, the I/O 
subsystem of the System i re-
moves a common bottleneck 
with data warehouse work-
loads: the I/O subsystem. The 
graph in Figure 4 represents 
an actual test of linear scalabil-
ity. This particular database 
task is an index build, but it 
shows that each time the job 
was run with the number of 
CPUs doubled, the perfor-
mance indeed nearly doubled, 
reflecting a “nearly 100%” lin-
ear scalability. 

Combining High 
Availability or 
Disaster Recovery 
with Business 
Intelligence
Customers are often looking to enhance the availability of the System 
i5 based applications by leveraging a 2nd server and appropriate 
mirroring software to create a 24 x 7 or other disaster recovery 
scenario (in addition to being able to maintain availability during 
PLANNED downtime). 

In addition, one of the challenges of the data warehouse architecture 
is how you TRANSPORT the data from source system to target 
while not impacting the production systems. 

As with Remote Journaling (mentioned above), high availability 
software solutions for System i5 can also be leveraged to create an 
architecture that can provide near real time TRANSPORTATION 
of data from source to target systems, with minimal impact to the 
source side database server. An Operational Data Store (ODS), 
commonly used for real time operational reporting, is a BONUS 
of this architecture. The ODS can then also become the source for 
feeds into the data warehouse. 

The benefits include:  
Data Transport becomes a non issue
Leverage an otherwise UNDER utilized 2nd server for the data 
warehouse workload

•
•

Achieve a Disaster Recovery or H/A solution for the data 
warehouse (as well as the operational applications)
SAVE MONEY by combining the acquisition of a server for 
both H/A-DR and Business Intelligence

Leverage tools or application tiers running 
in Linux, AIX or Windows environments
Logical Partitioning (LPAR) described above, also supports Linux 
and AIX operating systems. For example, multiple i5/OS, Linux, or 
AIX partitions can be defined to a single System i5 server, reducing 
complexity, leveraging dynamic allocation of resources and other 
benefits such as virtual I/O, high speed interconnects between the 
partitions, and disk virtualization.

How does this relate to support of Business 
Intelligence applications? Suppose you are 
using an ETL tool whose TRANSFOR-
MATION component does not support i5/
OS but can run in Linux or AIX. Through 
support of multiple operating systems with-
in a single System i5 server, the ETL code 
logic remains within the framework of the 
server. This implies that no data has to be 
moved across a network, and high speed 
bus communications can be leveraged to 
optimize the entire ETL process. All data 

– source databases, target databases, and any 
intermediate data storage areas, all remain 
within the framework of the System i5. 

In addition, the use of the System i5’s 
integrated x-Series adapters can provide 
similar benefits to software designed for 
Intel processors by its ability to leverage the 

virtual I/O and high speed connections to the server. 

Reduce Risk
Business Intelligence Applications can be a very powerful enabler 
for any company looking to gain insights into their data. Risk 
in any BI project is significantly reduced if you can leverage 
attributes common with current operational systems. These 
attributes include sharing of common hardware and software 
components, leveraging existing operational and administrative 
skills and policies, and being able to optimize investments across 
both operational and business intelligence applications through 
sharing resources and skills. 

The IBM System i5 is an excellent platform for minimizing risk and 
costs associated with implementation of this powerful technology. For 
additional information, please refer to: DB2 for i5/OS Home Page:  
http://www.ibm.com/servers/eserver/iseries/db2.  TG

•

•

“We built identical models over identical sets of data. There was no comparison 
in performance. In fact, the bigger the tables, the bigger the advantage 
of DB2 over SQL Server. That proved to us that DB2 UDB for i5/OS 

was a better choice.” – Sam Gottlieb, Project Lead, Elie Tahari

Copyright © 2006 IBM Corporation

Figure 4.

http://www.ibm.com/servers/eserver/iseries/db2


TEC ‘007
Education: Shaken not stirred

Are you licensed to skill?

TORONTO
USERS GROUP
for System i

Plan to attend TEC ‘007, TUG’s annual three-day 
secret Technical Education Conference & Showcase 
at the Sheraton Parkway Hotel, Richmond Hill, Ontario 
April 17 – 19, 2007.

The conference includes: two full days of tutorials, plus 
hands-on labs on Day 3 ·  complimentary lunch at the 
Vendor Showcase · sit-down luncheon at the Keynote 
Address · optional Executive Breakfast · certification exams · 
top-drawer speakers · technical & professional development topics ·
and special agent handouts from Q-branch.

Sign-up any time before October 31, and receive the 
“double-oh-agent double-early-bird” discount!

Contact Miss Wendepenny at the TUG office: 
905-607-2546, admin@tug.ca
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Sam Johnston

Answer:

E
nsuring that end users receive 
quick response times over a 
WAN can present challenges, 
considering the limited speed 

and capacity, the effects of latency (round 
trip times), and the contention of Voice 
and Data applications for a fixed amount 
of bandwidth. Web-enabled applications 
like Notes are very bandwidth intensive 
applications and can quickly consume 
resources, resulting in poor response times 
and end user dissatisfaction. In addition, 
mission critical and collaborative 
applications can be affected by non-
critical traffic like FTP, file, and print. 

Given this situation it becomes clear 
that some form of WAN Optimization, 
Control, and Application Acceleration 

Squeezing More From Your 
Network and Carrier

Question:

O
ur head office is located in Ontario and we have five major branch 
locations in North America. We have consolidated our voice and 
data networks and have centralized Voice, ERP and collaborative 
applications running on our model 810 iSeries. The problem is that 

our VOIP requirements and our data requirements are growing and our carrier 
doesn’t have next generation network capabilities at our location which means that our network 
will not scale cost effectively and the ROI on pushing voice traffic over the WAN will be reduced 
dramatically.  How can we improve our data application performance without continually adding 
more bandwidth to our network? 

is essential for balancing the needs of all 
users and applications across your WAN 
connections. 

As networking has evolved there have been 
several single function separate box solu-
tions that provided compression, cach-
ing, acceleration, bandwidth management, 
monitoring, and reporting. The problem 
with these point solutions and separate de-
vices is that IT already has too many boxes 
to manage, and that most of these devices 
don’t work together to provide an optimal 
solution. 

What has emerged is a scaleable set of 
products from Juniper networks that in-
corporates all of these functions and dy-
namically tunes itself based on feedback 

from each metric resulting in better overall 
functionality, security and simplified man-
agement. The DX, WX/WXC family of 
Juniper products have been tested and cer-
tified interoperable Lotus Notes/Domino, 
Websphere Portal and the IBM suite of 
Workplace solutions. 

These products are installed in your network 
between your Ethernet switch and your 
WAN edge router at each point in your 
network. Once the devices are in place all 
traffic over the WAN will pass through two 
devices. (See Figure 1.) These devices will 
fail open so if a failure occurs the traffic 
will pass through without optimization. If 
redundancy is required, two devices can be 
deployed — one behind the other — in an 
inline configuration. 

Figure 1. Inline configuration for redundancy

CoMMuniCating witH saM
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Optimizing Capacity
As you identified, the classic method for 
increasing WAN capacity is to increase 
the size of the pipe to the carrier. This 
can be expensive and sometimes it is not 
practical or available. The more sensible 
approach is to make better use of the 
capacity that you have in place today. In 
order to accomplish this we need a device 
that takes a comprehensive approach to 
communication characteristics in use today.

One method for increasing capacity is to 
transmit less by eliminating redundant 
transmissions. Juniper accomplishes this 
through their patented MSR technology, 
which uses a memory-based pattern 

dictionary to eliminate data repetitions that 
occur across a broad range of applications. 
Some businesses can gain a two-fold 
increase or better on their existing links. 

Network Sequence Caching
In addition to MSR the WX/WXC 
products have a complementary technology 
called Network Sequence Caching, which 
relies on embedded hard drives to recognize 
larger data patterns across all applications. 
The use of disks allows each device to store 
from tens to hundreds of gigabytes of data 
at each end of the link. If we consider a 
collaborative document of 50 pages that is 
sent on Tuesday and one page is updated 
on Wednesday and resent, the sequence 

caching will eliminate the 98 % of the 
document which is an exact repetition of 
the previous transmission and reconstruct 
the updated document at the other end of 
the link using cached data. 

Transmission speed and throughput can 
be dramatically improved by eliminating 
the delays and latency caused by round trip 
acknowledgements which are required by 
the underlying protocols and applications. 
In order to be effective, these devices contain 
both TCP acceleration and acceleration 
techniques for a broad range of applications 
including email, file services, etc. 

Improving Network 
Performance
From a network perspective, the Juniper 
device improves performance by terminat-

ing the TCP protocol locally and us-
ing its own more efficient protocol to 
communicate to other Juniper devices, 
increasing performance across the 
WAN. They also have forward error 
correction techniques transmitted 
along with the data stream that enable 
the recreation of lost packets without 
needing to retransmit them. 

The protocols of many applications 
can limit throughput as much or more 
than TCP network protocols. Many 
applications send data in small blocks 
requiring an acknowledgement for 
each block, which can accumulate to 
thousands of round trip messages per 
transaction. As an example HTTP 
requests objects one at a time, so 
numerous requests are required for 
each Web page loaded, resulting in 
dozens of round trip messages. They 
have an AppFlow technology that fills 
the available bandwidth by sending 
many data blocks and objects in quick 
succession resulting in improved 
application performance.

QoS
Even with the above measures in place 
there will still likely be times when 
there won’t be enough bandwidth to 
handle all the traffic all the time. Some 
type of QoS is necessary to ensure 
that the proper service is given to the 
various types of traffic flowing across 
your network to your branch locations. 
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T he COMMON Education 
Foundation promotes 
higher education in the 

information technology area. 
It does so in several ways 
including awarding tuition 
reimbursement scholarships 
to students attending ac-
credited universities, and 
by providing scholarships to 
instructors at an Academic 
Initiative for System i college 
to attend COMMON confer-
ences and IBM Summer 
School. 

To fulfill these and other 
goals, the Foundation raises 
money through a variety 
of methods, one being the 
Silent Auction held at each 
COMMON conference. 

This fall, TUG will be sup-
porting this effort by con-
tributing prizes for the Silent 
Auction, and we invite you 
to join us! If you would like 
to participate by donating 
a prize (or prizes), please 
contact the TUG office. (The 
contributed items must be 
non-perishable.) If you 
would rather make a mone-
tary donation to the founda-
tion, that is also acceptable.

TUG members attending the 
COMMON Fall Conference 
will deliver the items to the 
Foundation booth on Sep-
tember 16th in Miami Beach. 

Please consider giving to this 
worthwhile cause. TG

COMMON 
Education 

Foundation
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Sam Johnston is a partner 
and Chief Technology 

Officer of Intesys Network 
Communications Ltd., providing 

value-added networking and 
e-commerce solutions to the 

iSeries community. He can be 
reached at (416) 438-0002 
or via e-mail at sjohnston@

intesys-ncl.com. Any TUG 
member wishing to submit a 
question to Sam can forward 
their typewritten material to 
the TUG office, or to Intesys. 

The deadline for our next issue 
is Friday October 13, 2006.

For example, voice traffic must be 
considered “real time” and given 
priority over all other types of traffic. 
This has been a time consuming and 
complex job for many IT professionals. 
The Juniper WX operating system 
uses wizard-based QoS templates that 
translate business priorities and traffic 
types into a QoS configuration that 
is simple to implement and manage. 
Many WAN optimization devices 
have no understanding of the opposite 
end of the link. In order for the QoS 
policy to be effective the device needs 
to understand the WAN as whole and 
which locations have QoS and which 
locations don’t. By taking a dual sided 
approach to QoS, Juniper can apply 
the correct policy to that specific 
destination.

Data traffic can have multiple levels of 
priority. ERP and WEB applications 
can be considered high priority with 

“near real time” service requirements. 
Other data traffic such as print may 
be given “best effort” service. Juniper 
devices can inspect the traffic at all 
levels of the network stack and look 
inside the payload to differentiate 
service classes. This is important in 
a Citrix environment that could 
contain both ERP and Print traffic 
that would look the same at layer �. 
Through the use of technology and 
policy, you should be able to “squeeze” 
more data through your network 
without reducing the allocation given 
to voice traffic. TG

When Insults Had Class
 
 
“He has all the virtues I dislike 
and none of the vices I admire.” - 
Winston Churchill 
 
“I have never killed a man, but I 
have read many obituaries with 
great pleasure.” - Clarence Darrow 
 
“He has never been known to use a 
word that might send a reader to 
the dictionary.” - William Faulkner 
(about Ernest Hemingway) 
 
“Poor Faulkner. Does he really 
think big emotions come from 
big words?” - Ernest Hemingway 
(about William Faulkner) 
 
“Thank you for sending me a copy 
of your book; I’ll waste no time 
reading it.” - Moses Hadas 
 
“He can compress the most words 
into the smallest idea of any man I 
know.” - Abraham Lincoln 
 
“A modest little person, with much 
to be modest about.” - Winston 
Churchill 
 
“I’ve had a perfectly wonderful 
evening. But this wasn’t it.” - 
Groucho Marx 
 
“I didn’t attend the funeral, but 
I sent a nice letter saying I 
approved of it.” - Mark Twain 
 
“He has no enemies, but is 
intensely disliked by his friends.” 
- Oscar Wilde 
 
“I am enclosing two tickets to 
the first night of my new play, 
bring a friend... if you have one.” 
- George Bernard Shaw to Winston 
Churchill 
 
“Cannot possibly attend first night, 
will attend second... if there is 
one.” - Winston Churchill, in reply. 

Submitted by Neil Palmer Cambridge, ON

17
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 Thursday,  
September 14th, 2006 
 Glen Eagle Golf Club, 
Caledon, Ontario 
 Tee-off at 8:30 am 
 $130 (including GST) 
covers green fees, 
power carts, prizes and 
a fabulous dinner!

•

•

•
•

To play, contact the TUG 
office at: 905-607-2546, 
(toll free 888-607-2546),  
or admin@tug.ca

The 18th Annual 
TUG Golf Classic
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Kumar Rajendra

I
t occurred to me that this has 
application in virtually every field and 
certainly also in our business. Imagine 
this situation: A shift in economic 

position or a change in management 
results in a massive staff change in the IT 
department (and maybe in other areas) of a 
company, but the IT needs of the company 
do not substantially change. In this scenario 
it may be necessary for the company to 
continue operations of the IT area in exactly 
the same manner as they have always been 
handled before. The problem is that the 
new IT staff will usually be significantly 
unfamiliar with policies and procedures 
that were previously well established. 

In many cases the IT staff has become so 
familiar with the ongoing operation of 
the systems that the processes are simply 
routine. Even if documentation exists, there 
may be significant differences to the reality. 
Inevitably those differences are masked by 
the fact that the staff are so comfortable 
with the systems that they simply ignore 
the documentation altogether. It is likely 
that in many cases a staff member may even 
say, “Well, the documentation says to do 
it this way, but that is old and the process 
has changed. Just do it this other way now 
and we’ll change the documentation later.” 
Of course later never seems to come along 
and eventually all who remember that 
there even was documentation have left the 
company. 

Many people would be averse to considering 
such a situation. After all, why make it 
easy for management to terminate your 
employment by producing complete 
documentation of your job? Isn’t it in 

By David Fillmore

Recently while watching an episode of the West Wing I became intrigued by 
the concept of Institutional Memory. In the context of the story this referred 
to a process associated with the transition from one administration to the 
next whereby each outgoing member of the staff was required to produce 
something called a “transition document”. This presumably would contain 
all information relating to a particular job that would be necessary for one’s 
successor to know so that the transition proceeds smoothly. 

an employee’s best interest to secure his 
future employment by making himself 
indispensable? Wouldn’t retention of 
knowledge in one’s head as opposed to 
writing it down be one way of maintaining 
that security? Well, that may be true and 
there is no doubt that it actually does happen. 
However, it is always in the company’s best 
interest to have accurate and up-to-date 
documentation for every existing process 
or system that is employed by the company. 
To that end, it is up to the employer to 
make sure that all employees document 
everything they are doing sufficiently well 
that another person of similar technical 
background could come off the street and 
take over with a very small learning curve. 
Documentation therefore needs to be a part 
of each workers’ culture and responsibility. 
There are probably many ways to establish 
this. One might be a simple edict that no 
new system may go into production without 
sufficient documentation being on file. Also, 
no substantive change to an existing system 
or procedure may be made before the 
documentation is submitted. This amounts 
to a stringent change management process 
under which documentation is a primary 
component.

As a technical worker I myself find the 
process of creating documentation very 
limiting and tedious. I always want to move 
on to the next exciting thing and a part of 
me finds that documentation simply gets 
in the way of that goal. On occasion it is 
simpler to bite the bullet and write the 
documentation just so that I don’t have to 
keep going back and reinventing the wheel 
on a regular basis. If the process is well 
documented then it can become somebody 

Institutional 
Memory

mailto:admin@tug.on.ca
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else’s problem and I never need to deal 
with it again. But then there is the other 
side of the coin. Who among us would 
feel good about producing multiple pages 
of documentation for a process only to 
find that it is never used by anyone? What 
would be the point? How many times have 
you been asked to come up with a way to do 
something and have been utterly convinced 
that you already did it once or twice before? 
If only you had made notes or filed some 
sort of memo to yourself so that you could 
bring it back and reuse it. It is also possible 
that one of your coworkers may have solved 
the very problem you are working on at 
some point in the past. Wouldn’t it be nice 
to borrow on that person’s knowledge and 
experience either by talking to them in 
person or by reading their notes so that you 
can make you own life easier?

There is no doubt that some feel that the 
documentation process could slow the pace 
of progress. However, when you consider 
how much time can be saved in training 
and preventing the duplication of effort 
the justification becomes unavoidable. The 

documentation in your company’s library, 
along with the knowledge of your colleagues, 
is the Institutional Memory of your company. 
I would encourage you to always document as 
thoroughly as possible so that that memory is 
enhanced. You and others at your company 
will undoubtedly benefit greatly. TG

David Fillmore is Senior 
Technical Specialist with Mid-

Range. Since 1989, David 
has been involved specifically 

in AS400, iSeries, and i5 
implementations throughout 

North America. David has 
extensive knowledge of the 

AS/400, iSeries and i5 operating 
systems and specializes in 
performance and security 
analysis. David has been 
involved in many system 

implementations, migrations and 
disaster recovery tests and has 

supported several customers 
throughout North America and 

Mexico.  David also supports the 
networking requirements of the 
disaster recovery and managed 

availability clients for Mid-Range.

David holds several certifications 
in relation to IBM eServer/
iSeries Technical Solutions 
Implementation, and has a 

CISCO certification. He has many 
other credits in the technical 

support field.  

David Fillmore
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By Ken Sadler 

W
hen a company first starts 
using project management, 
it is for one of two reasons. 
A company either wants to 

solve a problem, (i.e., previous projects are 
not well planned and are under-delivering); 
or management has become enlightened 
and realizes that better planning results in 
better outcomes. Project management also 
brings the ability to manage complex plans 

— or plans with a lot of complications — 
relatively smoothly and relatively sensibly. 

When I first got into project management 
I discovered that you can actually decide in 
April that your project will be completed by 
the �rd week of October! That element of 

“predicting the future” always amazed and 
pleasantly surprised me. 

Companies often do not want to spend the 
money on project management for their 
business initiatives. However, many of these 
business initiatives fit into projects and will 
be better managed and with better results 
by using project management. The cost can 
be high — project management normally 
costs about 15% – 20% of the total cost of a 
project. It adds time to project completion 
by adding work to the business initiative. 
So what is the payback and why should 
management spend the money? 

Project management (PM), has but one goal 
— to deliver projects for your company on 
time, on quality, and on budget. PM allows 
management to determine months ahead 
if a business initiative is going to complete 
on time. For example, with PM business 
management can determine, in April, if 
their business initiative due in October 
is at risk of being late. In a sense, PM is 

forecasting the future. I love that apparent 
ability to predict the future. If a project is 
falling behind, management can add more 
resources to ensure completion on schedule 
or management can decide to decrease 
the scope of a project in order to meet 
the schedule. This decision is a business 
decision, not a technical or IT decision. 
That decision can be made based on the 
priorities of the business, which is making 
decisions on a much bigger picture than 
the project. So PM empowers the business 
team on the project.  

Adding checkpoints and reviews for quality 
is the place where the business team has a 
significant contribution to make. They make 
the decisions on what is included in the 
scope of the project and the level of quality 
for these components. PM can tell them if 
they have made the elephant too heavy to 
lift or not — a common theme that appears 
often and causes last minute heroic efforts 
to be needed to deliver the project. For 
example, they may want to change a report, 
form, Web screen, architecture, or business 
process. PM tells them the impact on the 

Project Management —  
“The Cost That Saves You Money” 

Who reads 
the TUG 
magazine?
Over 5,000 IT 
professionals in the 
GTA, and across the 
country. 

Get inside their 
minds...

We are tightly focused  
on the midrange space.

in the TUG magazine

Ron Campitelli 905-893-8217 
Wende Boddy 905-607-2546
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project of their change and allows 
them to make a business-based 
decision to include that change or 
not. Sometimes the project should 
be delayed to make sure it includes 
critical capabilities required by the 
business. 

From what I have seen in my projects 
(and certainly for projects that 
impact users across North America) 
it is best to focus on implementing 

the requested scope of the project first. Then keep minor changes 
for a second phase. In most cases the project team (both in IT and 
in Business) is not going to run away. After a successful project, that 
team often stays around for the next phase and becomes a steering 
team for implementing further phases and business changes. These 
changes can be in the form of support changes if minor, or even be a 
follow-on project or Phase 2. 

Part of quality is assisting your business users to make the right 
decisions about their requirements. Ensuring that your business users 
understand that they are responsible for the quality and content of 
the processes, forms, Web pages, etc., that are being delivered by the 
project team, is critical to delivering the right solution. The right 
solution, in every case, will impact your company’s results. Impacting 
company results makes your project team look like stars. But quality 
is all about the business providing the right requirements for the 
team to deliver. 

To win credibility with the business users, you must understand 
their business, understand their issues, solve some of them with the 
project, and keep your word. Delivering on time is part of keeping 
your word. Do not forget that being involved in project initiatives is 
great for your users’ work experience and resumés. They know that, 
and often will want to participate or volunteer for projects with your 
team — if you keep your word, and if you successfully deliver. 

With PM, the real cost of a project can be predicted more accurately. 
Part of the cost is managing all the resources that are included in 
a project. (A future article is coming on that subject.) When the 
costs of a project are starting to increase, PM allows management 
to have that information right away, weeks and months ahead of 
project completion so they can take action. With that knowledge, 
management can make a business decision based on their priorities 
and then change resources or scope in order to stay on track. 

PM helps us to manage our resources better. Using PM, the team 
always has a status available on the work completed and a prediction 
for the project completion. PM increases quality and efficiency 
for two reasons. By following a standard set of tasks in PM the 
manager is thinking outside the box, considering various ideas and 
tasks that he or she might not have considered without following 
PM. Secondly, using standard processes for managing the tasks 
of a project will increase the quality of the final outcomes. They 
provide tools for communication and team building that might not 
otherwise be there. 

Final thoughts:  It is all about the business. The biggest thing that 
PM does is to give the business (and we are all business people 
regardless of our title) a handle with which to leverage company 
resources to achieve a better ROI. On an ongoing basis, it lets the 
business decision makers have visibility to the priorities, costs, quality 
measurement, and dependencies of a business initiative which 
is being run as a project. The visibility of this information allows 
the business to run things better, which will result in substantial 
reductions in costs and/or increases in revenue (typically more than 
20% improvement.) Without the visibility of this information, it all 
becomes a guessing game. 

In my experience it is better to deliver a project first visualized and 
once you have delivered results for the business, the business and 
your support teams will enthusiastically support your follow-on 
projects. Everyone likes the smell of success. So keep your word and 
remember that it is all about the business! It causes one to think a 
little differently about our projects, doesn’t it?   TG

Ken Sadler is an SAP consultant whose team develops 
and leads SAP–based order-to-cash business solutions 

used throughout North America.  They provide SAP 
solutions that support Standard Costing, Budgeting, 
Planning, eProcurement, Transportation, Inventory 
Control, and Warehouse Management.  Ken can be 

reached at (905) 731-0127. 

Don’t let this 
be you! 
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Business Continuity Solutions, as well as 
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www.dynamicdr.com  

Ken Sadler
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Jackie Jansen
T

his month we will investigate a 
few of the different tuning mecha-
nisms available for improving the 
performance of queries and SQL 

statements. 

Given a one page column all I can do 
is highlight areas and parameters that 
require more attention on your part.  
Query performance is largely determined 
by the choices the query optimizer 
makes. Your job is to ensure that the 
optimizer has the best information and 
help possible.  In an earlier column you 
were introduced to the fact that, since 
V5R2, there have actually been two query 
optimizers in i5/OS and OS/400. 

The newer optimizer, the SQL Query 
Engine or SQE is the preferred route for 
your queries.  One of your tasks is to try 
to ensure that your queries can use SQE. 
This may mean moving to i5/OS V5R� 
or V5R4. 

Depending on your release and PTF level, 
different SQL syntax may prevent your 
query from using SQE.  See the IBM 
website for more details. The Classic Query 
Engine or CQE is always used when you 
query logical files directly. In addition 
SQE does not support physical files that 
have logical files over multiple members 
or logical files that use select/omit logic.  
There is an option in the QAQQINI table 
where you can specify that the optimizer is 
to ignore these derived logical files when 
processing a query. 

The most important, cost-effective step 
you can take to improve your overall 
query performance is to implement a good 
indexing strategy. Indexing strategies have 
been discussed in multiple columns over 
the last few years. As a minimum you want 
to create binary radix indexes over columns 
that are used in local selection (WHERE 
clause) or are join columns. Other good 
candidates are combining local selection 
and join columns with columns used for 
ordering and/or grouping. 

Encoded Vector Indexes or EVIs can be 
particularly helpful when created over single 
local selection columns and join columns 
particularly in a star schema design. Non 
unique key columns with lots of duplicate 
values are also good contenders for EVIs. 

In V5R4, for queries that use SQE, the 
index advisor has been greatly enhanced 
and can be of considerable assistance. 

Starting in V5R� with the appropriate 
database group PTFs IBM implemented 
Materialized Query Tables or MQTs.  MQTs 
are also known as automatic summary 
tables. If an MQT exists the optimizer will 
evaluate using it in place of the much larger 
base table actually being queried.  This can 
result in considerable time savings. 
MQT support is enabled via 
the QAQQINI file. 

i5/OS has long 
supported the optional DB2 Symmetric 
Multiprocessing feature or SMP. If your 
company has an i5 550/570/590 or an 
iSeries 825/870/890 and the Enterprise 
Edition version of the software you may 
find that you already own this feature.

If you have a two-way or larger partition 
you should enable DB2 SMP. To do this 
use the QAQQINI file or the system 
value QQRYDEGREE. If you want your 
job to take maximum advantage of all 
available processing power and memory 
use QQRYDEGREE(*MAX). If you want 
your job to use parallelism but remain 
a “good neighbor” and not take more 
than its fair share of the resources specify 
QQRYDEGREE(*OPTIMIZE). CQE 
and SQE calculate fair share somewhat 
differently. For CQE an often overlooked 

important value in this fair share calculation 
is the MAX ACTIVE setting for your 
memory pool. If you allow this value to 
creep too high then you are restricting the 
amount of memory available to your query.  
Basically, for CQE, the system divides the 
pool size by the MAX ACTIVE value and 
calculates your job’s fair share. 

When using the Client Access ODBC 
driver there are quite a few parameters that 
you can use to help performance. These 
include Lazy Close, Block fetch, Query 
Optimization Goal (V5R4), and extended 
dynamic support.  A good value to change, 
for read only applications, is the record 
blocking parameter.  The default is �2kb.  
Consider increasing this to 512kb or even 
1024kb. 

There are many different tools to help 
analyze your query execution. Many of 
these were addressed in last month’s DB2 
Feedback Areas column. 

For more information about DB2 Tuning 
for Performance go to http://ibm.com/
support/techdocs and search on “Jackie 
Jansen”. You will find a presentation origi-
nally given at the TEC2006 conference 
on just this subject. You will also find cop-
ies of previous TUG columns that address 
many of the individual recommendations 
in much more detail.  TG

Jackie Jansen is a Senior 
Consulting IT Specialist. She 

currently works in the IBM 
Americas Advanced Technical 

Support Solutions Centre. Jackie 
is a frequent speaker at iSeries 

Technical Conferences and User 
Group meetings.  Contact her at 

jjansen@ca.ibm.com.

DB2 TUNING FOR PERFORMANCE

JACKIE's Forum

http://ibm.com/support/techdocs
http://ibm.com/support/techdocs
mailto:jjansen@ca.ibm.com
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Calendar of 
Upcoming Events

 September 14: The 18th Annual  
 “TUG Classic” golf tournament  
 & banquet (at Glen Eagle Golf Club) 

 September 17-21: F06 COMMON  
 Conference, Miami Beach, FL

 September 27 TUG MoM  
 (at Living Arts Centre Mississauga)
 ▶  5:00 Session: “PHP for System i5”  
  Speaker: John  Mascarenhas
 ▶  7:00 Session: “DB2 V5R4 and  
  On Demand Performance Center  
  is SIZZLING HOT!”
  Speaker: Doug Mack

 October 24: System i Lab Sessions  
 (at Seneca College)

 November 22: TUG MoM
 ▶  Speakers: Jon Paris and Susan Gantner  
     (topics to be determined)

 January 24, 2007: TUG MoM
 March 21, 2007: TUG MoM
 April 17–19, 2007: TEC ‘007
 April 29 – May 3: S07 COMMON  

 Conference, Anaheim, CA

C*RN 
BYTES

The poet thinks
He’s quite a wit;
Thinks Editor:
“He’s full of IT.”

We drive fancy cars,
We reach for the stars;
Once wounded by SARS,
We’ve hidden the scars.

The project’s late!
What can it be?
Why won’t it work
Like on TV?

By Ken Davis
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“It worked 
so well on 
paper!”
That’s what 
the BA cried;
No one had 
asked the 
Users,
And now the 
system’s died.

The midrange 
world
is still alive!
Let business 
know:
Here comes 
i5!

October Lab Special
TUG Teams Up with Seneca College: 

The Seneca School of Computer Studies 
will host an all-day session with TUG on 
Tuesday, October 24, 2006 in the hope 
that it will raise the profile of Seneca 
among working iSeries professionals. The 
sessions will be held in labs 2108 and 
2110 in the TEL Building of the Seneca 
@ York campus. Each of these rooms has 
room for 40 participants, making 80 seats 
available. Stay tuned to TUG for more 
details on the curriculum, pricing, and 
registration information.

TUG’s New 
Executive Team!

The following officers were elected at 
the August 2006 TUG Board meeting: 
President—Léo Lefebvre, Treasurer—Ken 
Sadler, Secretary—Aziz Saleh, VPs—
Stephen Bingham & Kumar Rajendra.

IBM Power UP 
Roadshow

Markham: Oct 4th, 2006 
IBM Canada, �600 Steeles Ave East, 
Registration: 8:�0am, Session: 9am

The POWER UP Roadshow  is a joint 
System i / System p event where System i 
and System p will each spend a half  day 
covering what’s new on their respective 
platform for 2006, by giving a recap of all 
2006 announcements — several of which 
have been made over the summer. The focus 
will then turn to the areas of virtualization, 
consolidation and collaboration in each 
product family. Lunch will be served. Mark 
the dates on your calendar, come for the day, 
or just come for your platform of interest, 
and have lunch on IBM...

October �: Waterloo Inn 
October 4: IBM Markham (�600)
October 4: IBM eTC, Toronto
October 4: IBM Quebec City Office
October 5: IBM Montreal Office
October 11: IBM  Winnipeg Office 
October 12: ISM Canada, Regina
October 17: IBM Edmonton Office 
October 18: IBM Calgary Office 
October 19: IBM Vancouver 
Registration will be done via  

www.ibm.com/events/ca. 
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NOTES

Ken Davis
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